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Abstract— Nowadays, automated guided vehicles (AGV) play very important role in modern factory automations. The AGV systems provide efficient routing for material flow and distribution among workstations at the exact time and place. Routing of AGV is the process of determining routes to fulfill their respective transport jobs. The routing problem of AGV in production system can be studied as a shortest path problem on a transfer network. It aims to find the shortest path between two vertices or nodes. Most transport systems using AGV are centrally controlled and use static routing (pre-defined routes), which follows fixed line. Instead of using fixed path, dynamic routing for AGV can be used to add a high flexibility to the system. To accommodate the increased flexibility and reduced time, new operational controllers using Labview software must be able to adapt to small deviations. In this paper, routing of AGV, different AGV shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra algorithm, A-star algorithm, Short Path Problem with Time Window (SPPTW), hybrid partial swarm optimization and genetic algorithm PSO-GA are discussed with highlights of their main differences and comparison between them. AGV Scheduling is presented. In addition, the controller developed within Labview environment directs an AGV in real time using local position system are achieved.

Index Terms: Automated Guided Vehicle, AGV Routing, Shortest Path Algorithm, Labview environment, Scheduling, Local Position System

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated guided vehicles (AGV) is a vehicle equipped with automatic guidance system, in electromagnetic equipment or optical based system. They are widely used in various fields especially in industrial applications because AGV is famous as a robot in manufacturing environments (1);(2). The early introduced AGV was in 1950s and its use has increased considerably. It starts from "fetch and carry" to "mobile work station" and finally being used as “intelligent” AGVs with microprocessors controlling various functions. AGV applications have expanded its relevance in industrial environment such as advanced robotics technologies, healthcare, military, and transportation logistics markets (3). The general use for AGVs is basically in transportation of goods in industrial warehouses (4). They have different features such as higher flexibility, less weighty and easy execution of assignments. A vehicle can follow prescribed guide path using a vehicle programming and stop selection, and any distinct functions necessary through the system(5). It is generally consisting of two main components, hardware and software. The hardware includes the physical components, like vehicles, path, controllers, sensors etc. The software include algorithms or suitable approaches comparable with hardware resource of the whole AGVS to provide working in the highest efficiency (6); (5);(7).

Most AGVs play an important role in the intelligent material handling system and are widely in flexible manufacturing specially in material handling system that delivers the "right amount of the right materials at the right place, at the right time, in the right sequence, in the right condition, in the right orientation" (8);(9). A material handling system takes the essential position to build and embed an autonomous centralized manufacturing system (ACMS). Recently, free ranging AGV systems are being developed. The vehicles are intelligently designed to route free a given route with high flexibility and speed. The routing flexibility of AGV makes it useful in many manufacturing systems, especially in purpose of parts with diverse and complex processing routes. Currently, there are many studies on AGV routing to achieve both of high transfer efficiency and reduce labor cost of operations as possible with high productivity (10).

The aim of this paper is to give overview of AGV routing and scheduling. Also, to explain several AGV algorithms used in finding the shortest path such as Dijkstra algorithm, A-star algorithm, Short Path Problem with Time Window (SPPTW), hybrid partial swarm optimization and genetic algorithm PSO-GA. Also, the static, dynamic and free-range routing are introduced.

The rest of this paper as fellows: firstly, we present descriptions of AGV routing with explanations on the three types of AGV routing, fixed routing, dynamic routing and free-range routing, although two of its types are closely associated with each other. Then, we present AGV Algorithms to include several types such as Dijkstra algorithm, A* Algorithm, shortest path problem with time window algorithm SPPTW, Particle Swarm Optimization, Genetic Algorithm and Hybrid PSO-GA Algorithm. Next, we present AGV Scheduling problems. Local Position System is then introduced and finally, AGV Routing Strategies are discussed.
II. AUTOMATED GUIDED VEHICLES ROUTINGS

It can be defined as the ability of AGV to make decision in guidance path that are able to choose optimum routing (predesign) and exact distention (11). The target of AGV routing is to find route that is shortest with possible time path and also feasible (6). This means routing decision contains several aspects. Firstly, routing should discover if there exists a route that could be leading the AGV from its origin station to the specific destination. Then, the route chosen by AGV motion must be feasible, meaning no congestion, free conflict and no deadlock. Finally, the vehicle route must be an optimal or partially optimal at least, such that, the number of AGV idleness is minimized (12);(6).

The AGV guidance is taken more important in automation community. The most used types follow the fixed path by using different guidance like magnetic tape, laser, ultrasound sensors, infrared sensors(2);(13);(14);(15). The vehicle follows routes that are fixed into the infrastructure, such as buried wires, painted lines or transponders (16). In static routing or fixed path routing, all the information like position, and cargo demand are identified and route determination cannot change (17). Moreover, real arrival times of the AGVs at their last station are totally random (18). Furthermore, AGVs use a map to follow the routes which are predetermined to travel from first station origin to last station destination (19);(20), i.e. the input data do not change through the path execution (21). This route is recognized between two stations or sites where AGV is moving from site A to site B in fixed path. Static routing is simple, clear and easy to implement. Finally, it is able to immediately, achieve the route computation. On the other hand, it is not suitable with any changes in the environment and transport state. Also, the problems of collision avoidance at execution time and deadlocks affect the system’s performance(22);(18). Moreover, the routes are unnecessarily long, meaning the transportation time is high and throughput is low (23). The other type is dynamic routing, proposed to increase the speed of process to finding the AGV routes(24);(12). Normally, it will determine specific routes for each new transportation job (25). Also the routing decision depends on actual-time information for calculating new routes (i.e., the route can change and update during the implementation process (21)). In dynamic routing, for every individual transfer job, the timing and routing can be different. The AGV has the option of choosing a predefined path if feasible, but can dynamically change this path (20) as suitable for the job. Dynamic routing is used to avoid the problems observed in static routing such as collision, deadlock and so on. Also dynamic routing can compute shortest traveling time and conflict-free routes, simultaneously (18). The first name of dynamic routing is incremental route planning introduced by Taghboni and Tanchocho (1995) to make AGVs comparatively quicker compared with fixed routing. The dynamic programming operations work on the stations to find the best final set that including the optimal results (7). The dynamic routing deals with the routing as a time-space problem and treat to achieving feasible paths in space and time (feasible in the sense of conflict and deadlock free execution of the path) (26). The last type of AGV routing is free range routing. This route is free-range because it can use of total free space available in the facility without using any fixed paths. This leads to an infinite number of possible routes. Free-range routing provides high alternative to replace other routes type (27). The use of free-ranging adds more flexibility to the system. It increases the efficiency of transportation systems leading to maximizing its throughput(18). It is predicted that the use of a free-range routing process will give a better use of the facility area besides reduced route length compared with fixed path routing system. Moreover, use of free-range information on AGV movements will provide a good flexible deadlock, congestion avoidance mechanisms, and less variation of the planned and realized arrival times (23).

To achieve any of the routing scheme as may be suitable for a given job, several AGV algorithms which are commonly aimed at achieving the shortest feasible paths have been applied in various schemes and are discussed in the next section.

III. AGV SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM

AGV Algorithms focus on finding the feasible routes for AGVs and attempt to provide universal routing solutions for general path (e.g. conflict-free shortest-time path)(6);(7). To find shortest path, several algorithms can be used (28) . The design of the algorithm of AGV routing is to make routing optimization easy and feasible as related to arrival time, the avoidance of static obstacles and the planned trajectories of other AGVs. The algorithm of dynamic routing starts with choosing nearest node to visit then next node which is nearest and process is repeated till the last node, representing the destination, is reached (7). The algorithms function based on the status of nearest nodes and the global network details (12). AGV algorithm for dynamic routing is classified to several types (17). The first type of the algorithms is optimal algorithm exactly used to obtain the global optimal solution through the discovery of the total set of available solutions. This type such as the Dijkstra algorithm, represents most common optimal algorithms. Another type is based on heuristic approaches that explore a subset of the available solutions and obtain a near solution this type such as A*. Finally, there is hybrid approach-based algorithms which combines the effects of the strengths of the previous approaches. The best example is Dijkstra with Genetic Algorithm (17).

A. Dijkstra Algorithm

Dijkstra’s algorithm is proposed by a Dutch computer scientist Edsger Dijkstra in 1956 and published in 1959 (29);(17). It is used for shortest path problem in graph theory (30). It was commonly utilized to find the navigation cost which is the smallest value by the shortest path planning(31). It is mostly applicable to for use in single-source shortest path problem. Also, it deals with non-negative edge path costs for a graph searching. It is used in routing and as a subroutine in other graph algorithms (32). Generally, the shortest path is formed by linking the nodes
with the lowest values until the end node is reached. It starts from origin (source) node in the graph, then select the linked node and put the value of distance to each node from the start point. After that, the algorithm will check all the nodes in the graph till all the nodes marked with values (30). Dijkstra algorithm has two (2) groups of vertices V and E. Group V include all nodes vertices where the cost is known for the shortest path [v]. On the other side group E includes the unknown value. Once the algorithm begins, group of vertices V is empty, then one with the vertex having the lowest value move from E to V. Once a vertex E is turn to V, the algorithm relaxes check every outgoing edge. The Dijkstra algorithm is very suitable algorithm in most cases but in the same time, it has high computation cost. A computation cycle is time consuming especially when works in a big scale map where the checking action again in n2 times where n is the number of nodes on the graph (33); (34).

B. A* Star Algorithm

A* algorithm is wireless and works in a heuristic-based approach. A* algorithm utilizes the heuristic variable H(s) and marked it with the current node in the graph search. This will help the algorithm determine if the recent node is a first select for later searching. The algorithm efficiency can be improved by ignoring the irrelevant nodes (30). A* algorithm is generally an extension of the Dijkstra algorithm. However, A* can minimize the complexity of algorithm calculation compared with Dijkstra algorithm (30). Another limitation of the Dijkstra algorithm is that as the number of nodes continues to increase, the efficiency of the Dijkstra algorithm decreases significantly, making the Dijkstra algorithm only applicable to small systems (35). In multi AGV for dynamic path planning, A* algorithm is used to search effectively for both shortest-time path and collision avoidance (22). In graph, G = (V, E, w), where V is the group of nodes, E is group of edges made by the node connection, w indicates the effective length between two nodes (22).

C. Short Path Problem with Time Window (SPPTW)

Shortest Path Planning with Time Windows (SPPTW), basically it means the path which is divided segmented into several parts of fixed period. If there is any conflict, the vehicle will be late in a previous path segment or rerouted. The determination of the paths for the various vehicles is begun by a request, containing the nodes at the source and at the destination while the time at entry access (36). To avoid the conflicts, the route timing should be planned instead of at the performance time of route (37);(38).

The determination of the paths for the various vehicles begins by a request, containing the nodes at the source and at the destination during entry access (36). To avoid the conflicts, the route timing should be planned instead of the performance on time of route (37);(38). In addition to the static SPP-algorithm of the time window-based method keeps a list of time periods for each path segment, once the identical edge is not closed by other vehicle. These time-periods are indicated as time windows. The algorithm will determine the shortest path routing for each request starts from the source node to the destination, dependent on the procedure of its algorithm. Moreover, the SPP algorithm checks within each planning step, if any edge possibly blocks by a last planned path moving to the same edge (36).

The shortest path problem using time window-based algorithm has several advantages in microscopic modeling and simulation of vehicle transference on an airport. Also, it can be used to compute routes like conflict-free, i.e. collisions, deadlocks and livelocks are avoided as shown in Figure 1, when the routes time are planned. But in the a static method, SPPTW avoids complex conflict dealing with the processing of time of the route(36). The main objective of the SPPTW is to find less cost path between source and the destination regarding the time window condition at every visited node (36).

D. Particle Swarm Optimization based Routing

Particle Swarm optimization is a population optimization technique inspired by the social nature of bird flock and fishing school developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 (40). In PSO, the population term, “swarm” consists of group of particles with each particle moving within search space to find shortest path between the source and the destination (41). The performance of PSO-based routing has several characteristics which is following:

1. Particle Representation: PSO starts with population of particles which represents the solution of problems under study. The particle has its own position (Pi) and original arbitrary velocity (current position and velocity) which is local best P best and global best P best position coverage of the problem space (42). The optimal position is completed when updating the velocity where the position in each iteration must fallow (43).

2. Fitness Function: Fitness function for a particle can determine the initial search function. For each particle transfer within the search area, their velocity will update dynamically depending on equation 1. Consequently, the position will update through equation 2. More evaluations are done to update both local and global best only if the current values are better than the previous values. The maximum iteration of this algorithm will generate the global best, which have best fitness v^t_{i+1}.

\[ v^t_{i+1} = wv^t_{i} + c1r_1[t_{i} - x_{i}^t] + c2r_2[t_{i} - x_{i}^g] \]  \(1)\)

\[ x^t_{i+1} = x^t_{i} + v^t_{i} \]  \(2)\)

The vi and xi are particle velocity and position vectors respectively and the pi and pg represent the local and global best solutions depending on the last particle position. The weight factor w explains the dependence of present velocity of particle on its last velocity (43). In traditional PSO, most of the particles have one problem in that the swarm particles have limit they can cover in the total search space and the other problem is they do not rapidly converge towards the current local optimal solution. This is the aim of prematurity and local optimization of PSO. To solve the problem of Prematurity and local optimization, hybrid with PSO is used.
E. Genetic Algorithm:

It was derived from Darwin’s theory. It is normally working to supply high goodness of solution for search and optimization problems according to biologically inspired workers like selection, crossover and mutation. Genetic Algorithm (GA) usually begins with an arbitrarily generated set of operators i.e. solutions or chromosomes(39). In every generation, fitness value of every individuals is calculated with fitness function corresponding to the problem. In GA, individuals with high fitness value has more ability to continue in upcoming generation contrast to individuals with low fitness value. In crossover process, two parents exchange their genetic attribute to form a pair of offspring. Basically, the objective of any generation is to obtain higher average fitness value of population than the previous one. GA operators used to determine recent population contains reproduction, crossover, mutation and replacement. Firstly, the reproduction operator describes the probability of reliance of the next population on the solution of recent population. Secondly, the crossover operator chooses couples of solutions named as parents, splits them at arbitrary position by using crossover rate, and swaps their second parts(39). When both reproduction and crossover operators are completed, thirdly mutation operator is used, it chooses an element of a solution using mutation average and swaps with some other elements. In this method, new generations are established which represents the best solutions. Hence, GA introduces a search method, which can be used to generate correct or approximate answers to optimization and search problems.

F. Hybrid PSO-GA Algorithm Based Routing:

It consists of both PSO and GA algorithm. This PSO-GA algorithm operates in two phases. The First one is suitable for M individuals whose particles are grip when it is being passed for constant value of epochs by algorithm populations. A removing process will be done for the remaining Pop−size − M individuals. The GA process of selection, crossover, and mutation forms a new Pop−size − M individuals. This is the second algorithm phase. Thirdly, to generate a population for following outcome, the fittest M individual should max with novel Pop-size − M individuals. This gives the advantage of There will an upraise in the individuals enhancement as time goes by and this is the ultimate goal of PSO-GA study(39).

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN SHORTEST PATHS ALGORITHM

Table 1 shows comparison between different algorithm such as Dijkstra algorithm, A * algorithm, shortest path time window SPTW, genetic algorithm GA, Piratical Swarm Optimization PSO and hybrid PSO GA with several parameters including Design complexity, Algorithm Complexity, Map pre-treatment, Speed in large maps, Programming complexity, Accuracy and Adaptability(29). Also, PSO can work in Speed in large maps high and reduce the number of labels saved and dominance computing time. The SPTW can work in in Speed in large maps high where the shortest route from the start to the end node.

Table 1. Comparison between Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm/Features</th>
<th>Dijkstra</th>
<th>A* Star</th>
<th>SPP TW</th>
<th>PSO</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Hybrid PSO-GA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High Qualit</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm Complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map pre-treatment</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Heuristic function</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed in large maps</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
<td>Mediu</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Complexity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>Wire-guided</td>
<td>Wireless-guided</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Unversal</td>
<td>Unverseal</td>
<td>Unverseal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. AGV SCHEDULING

The scheduling of AGV is used to dispatch a group of AGV to complete set of process such as pickup/drop-off to obtain certain goals (e.g. shortest accomplishment time, least AGV idle time, etc.) in given restrictions (6). In some cases, one classic scenario is to successfully reach all the pickup/drop-off process under the limitations of precedence. Other classic scenario is to improve the scheduling so that the whole travel time of total vehicles is reduced (40), or the number of AGVs implicated is reduced while the system output is high. According to Le-Ahn (41), the main goal of most scheduling problems is to convey transportation loads (goods, pallets or the containers) as rapidly as possible to suffusion time window constraints. Other parameters such as full load waiting time and higher number of parts in the critical queues can be reduced. Meanwhile, the scheduling are divided into two main factors, a predictive mechanism that calculated the planned start and execution time of labor operations and a interacting mechanism that monitors the progress of the schedule and transact with unpredicted
actions (cancellations, date changes, breakdowns, etc.) (21). In fact, the scheduling decision might include choosing a vehicle among some idling vehicles or choosing one load between wholly loads to be transported. The problem of choosing a vehicle from a pool of obtainable vehicles constitutes vehicle selection or vehicle-dispatching problem. The corresponding problem of choosing a unit load between those that need transportation is mentioned as a task selection problem (12);(42).

VI. LOCAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (LPS)

Basically, the Position system has two types that is global positioning system (GPS) and local positioning system (LPS). GPS deals with outside area while LPS deal with inside building to detect location of persons or objects by available local network. Nowadays LPS is used widely in many applications such as Wi-Fi, radio frequency identification (RFID), ultrasound systems, infrared (IR), Bluetooth, and vision-based systems. LPS used in different technique like TOA,TDOA, RSSI(43). In this paper, the LPS are compared in two section. Firstly, it includes three anchors represented by the receiving part. Second section contains one tag representing the transmitter part as shown as in Figure 1(44). Tag position represented user location in (x,y) direction. All this LPS component are connected with router which contains all details for those components. In this paper LPS, is used TDOA technique also used UWB related with triangulation method(43);(43). TDOA used when there are at minimum three receivers part  and one transmitter part (45);(46);(47).

Table 2 Real values and average measured values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Real values (cm)</th>
<th>Average measured values (cm)</th>
<th>Accuracy (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>39.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>71.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>116.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>109.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>113.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>152.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>143.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. AGV ROUTING

There are several type of AGV routing scenario. One of them is static routing. It is assumed that the location from start point (origin) and last point (destination),and mapping are fixed (25). In figure2 shows first type of AGV routing which is called static routing. The AGV move in fixed routing along x direction as length also fixed routing in y direction as width.

Fig. 2. Static Routing

In figure 3 shows the another type of AGV routing that is called dynamic routing. This routing has own procedure where AGV moved with the shortest route depending on mapping. Both of start point and destination is fixed that is mean  fixed paths also are used (20). But the time and route of any individually transportation job are different.

VIII. CONCLUSION

The AGV routing problem is one of several problems facing AGV in real time applications. In AGV routing, the AGV should be moved to complete its work within the
shortest path possible. It aims to finding shortest path between two verticals or nodes. Most transport systems using AGV are centrally controlled and use static routing (pre-defined routes), which follows fixed line. Instead of using fixed path, there is another type such as dynamic routing for AGV can be used to add a high flexibility to the system. In this paper routing of AGV, different AGV shortest path algorithm such as Dijkstra algorithm, A-star algorithm, Short Path Problem With Time Window (SPPTTW), hybrid partial swarm optimization and genetic algorithm PSO-GA, are presented with highlights and several limitations among them are observed. Also AGV Scheduling is presented. Furthermore, the controller developed within Labview environment directs an AGV in real time using local position system are achieved.
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